
Dear Mr. Trump, Don't Be a Chump!

 
By Anna Von Reitz

This is a quick unofficial note.
The Russian killed in the UK was killed by the UK using Russian poison to frame the Russian 
Government.
Why?

Because in addition to revealing their illicit interference in Central Europe and Asia, he was going to 
tell you about British interference in America.

Interference in our elections. Interference in our government. Interference in our economy. 
Interference in our stock and commodities markets. Interference in our trade policies. Interference in 
our courts.

Wake up, Donald. The alarm bells are ringing.

The enemy of America and the American People has always been the British Empire -- the British 
Monarch and the British Crown--- and while generations of Americans have slept on deluded by a 
bunch of British Bunko, it is essential that you wake up right about now.

Who was it we were fighting in the Revolution? And again in 1812? And who set up the whole 
situation embroiling the entire Middle East in endless war? And who has undermined your Presidency 
and used the Territorial United States to undermine our Constitution and bleed our country dry? Who 
guided the wreck of our trade policies? Who was Barack Obama, a Kenyan National, working for?

Who set up all the bankruptcy fraud schemes at the banking conference of 1898? And again at the 
Geneva Conventions in May of 1930?

The British Monarchs and the British Crown.

They are our enemies --first, last, and always. They are at the bottom of every stinking pile of 
intrigue, deceit, war-mongering, and violence that has ever been played on us in our entire history. 
And they are just trying to "play upon" you and other world leaders again.

Who engineered and dragged us into both World War I and World War II?

Not the Russians. Not the Chinese.

I rest my case.
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